PROJECT MANAGEMENT
MODULE
Monitor tasks, manage timelines and deliver
projects through one central interface

Identify activity
metrics and
available
resources for
predicting your
project
completion
When managing complex
projects from start to finish, the
ability to make real-time
adjustments to project scope,
resource availability, and overall
project and resource margins is
important.
Dynamic and innovative
projects require constant
attention to timeline, scope,
and internal communication.
For companies who are using
generic tools such as PowerBI
or Excel, customizing your
software work-environment
simply isn’t an option.
What if your software worked
for you and not against you…
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Drive
project
value
Assess the
viability of
potential projects
and track the
performance of
ongoing
initiatives
Naologic’s project management tool
is very user-friendly and flexible,
allowing for the platform to be easily
adopted into any organization.
Designed for rapid time to value, the
tool can both be seamlessly
integrated into your existing systems
or be used as a standalone solution.
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Plan and Organize

Discuss, share,
collaborate

Compare forecasts with real timesheets
for increased profitability. Share the files
in real time and store all messages related
to the project.
Keep track of deadlines and progress of your projects with a clear overview.
Plan ahead for upcoming projects with forecasts based on comparable
projects. Assist teams in responding to the unpredictability of constructing
software through the use of incremental, iterative work sequences, that are
commonly known as sprints. This will allow your team to develop hypotheses
and rapidly prototype potential product additions/changes in a manner that
corresponds with agile development methodologies.
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MODULE BRIEF: PROJECTS

The tools and
controls your team
needs.
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Admin controls
Keep your data under control
Feel confident that your information
is secure by designating admins to
control your organization’s usage and
set security controls

Privacy
The right access to the right people
Some work is sensitive - control
project and team privacy and access
settings to ensure that the work stays
in safe hands

Custom fields
Track key information easily.
Projects can be very unique, even within certain fields
of work. Track unique key data with custom fields and
keep the information that is most important to your
team or company in the spotlight.
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MODULE BRIEF: PROJECTS

Multiple clear project
perspectives
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Timeline
Targets, goals, deadlines,
deliverables.
Timeline view allows your
team to create a plan that
highlights key task
dependencies and helps
track affected targets and
deadlines as the project
progresses.
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Kanban boards
See the work moving.
Tasks are easily monitored and
logged through the kanban view.
Filter tasks to drill down further.
Simplicity facilitates focus, while
the task detail view ensures that
key task information is not lost.
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Dashboards
The work in clear view
See what is on track
and what is lagging in
clear and customizable
dashboard views.

Calendar
Clear project schedule perspective
View the work schedule clearly and
automatically on a calendar. Eliminate
manually transferring task timing to the
calendar to ensure that there are not schedule
oversights or conflicts.
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MODULE BRIEF: PROJECTS

Manage the
complexity with
ease.
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Multi-Project
Manage multiple
projects at the same
time. Analyze and
search across all
projects.

Templates
Once begun is half done!
Turn common project processes into a
template to easily standardize the
work and save time.

Schedule and analyze
An easy-to-use interface that is
accessible from any device will
keep your team engaged.
Keeping a good overview of
your workload and of the status
of individual tasks.

Document Management
Manage project related
documents. Attach
documents to specific
projects, tasks or store and
reference the document in
multiple places.
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Customize the process of every project,
rename stages and alerts according to
your own activities
Through the flexibility of Naologic’s project management tools, you will be able
to break through information walls and connect the dots which means that
achieving your business goals becomes the rule rather than the exception.
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Naologic.com

About
Naologic builds cloud-based enterprise
software designed for medium to large
organizations, Our goal is to transform
the way enterprise software is
developed, from a one-off
development implementation to a
continuous cycle of improvement that
combines industry expertise, business
results, and user analytics in a fast,
cost-effective and business-focused
manner.

